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In two previous papers Nettler proved the transcendence of the continued 
fractions A := a, + l/a, + l/a, + “. , B := b, + l/b, + l/b, + ..’ as well as the 
transcendence of the numbers A + B. A -B. AB, A/B where the a’s and b’s are 
positive integers satisfying a certain mutual growth condition. In the present paper 
even the algebraic independence of A and B is proved under almost the same 
condition and furthermore a result concerning the transcendency of A“’ is 
established. 
1. RESULTS 
If hJ,= 1.2.... > (b,),, ,.2,,,, are two sequences of positive rational integers, 
then, using Perron’s notation [S. p. 271, the real irrational numbers A, B are 
defined by the simple continued fractions [a,; a,, a,,...) and [6,; b2, b,,... 1, 
respectively. In a recent paper of the same title [ 71 Nettler proved the 
transcendence of the six numbers A, B, A f B, AB * ‘. if the condition 
a > b > u(“-“’ n n nl (1) 
is satisfied for all large n E N := (1, 2,...}. The same assertion is already 
contained in his earlier paper [6), but under the stronger hypothesis 
a,/2 > 6, > a;“‘, . (2) 
While the transcendence of A and B follows easily from Liouville’s criterion, 
for the remaining four numbers Roth’s theorem is used in [ 7] since in all 
these cases one can construct sufficiently sharp rational approximations 
depending only on the first convergents pi,(u)/ql.(u) and p:,(b)/qL,(b) of the 
continued fractions for A and B, respectively. 
A first aim of the present note is to prove the algebraic independence of A 
and B under a hypothesis very similar to (1) with a slightly stronger upper 
bound for b,, but with a considerably weaker lower bound. More precisely 
one has 
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THEOREM 1. Let (a,), (b,) and A, B be as before and suppose that there 
exists a real r > 1 such that 
r-‘a,>b,>azIf (3) 
holds for all n E N. Then A and B are algebraically independent and so all 
six numbers A, B, A f B. AB*’ are transcendental. 
Further, in [ 71 Nettler presented certain explicit formulae for the algebraic 
numbers (p~(~)/q~(a))““‘~““~‘~’ (converging to AR as II + co), depending only 
on the vth convergents (v = I,..., n) of A and B. Obviously no transcendence 
proof for AB could be established using these formulae jointly with Roth’s 
approximation theorem or with its generalization [ 51 due to LeVeque. 
A second aim of the present note is to give a theorem which can yield the 
transcendence of AB. It will come out that both sequences (a,), (b,) have to 
grow up very quickly, but the sequence (b,) not too quickly. 
THEOREM 2. Let A, B be as before, but such that AH is an algebraic 
number and such that the sequence q;(b), q;(b),... satisj?es 
ln sh, ,@I = o(qXb) In d(b)) (4) 
as n + co. Then there exists an effectively computable number ‘J,, > 0, 
depending only on A and B, such that the inequality 
max(lA-a/.lB-p])<exp(-y,lnH,lnH>) (5) 
has at mostfinitely many solutions (a, p, H, , H2) E (132’ x n\l’ with h(a) < H, , 
h(/3) < H,, where H,, H, > 4. 
By h(O) the height of an algebraic number 0 is denoted, i.e., the 
maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients in the minimal 
polynomial P, E L [X] of 0. 
COROLLARY. Let (a,), (b,) E N” be two strictly increasing sequences 
satisfying ai-, <a,,, b2 )2- 1 < b, for all n > 3 and In a, In b, = o(ln min(a,+ , . 
bn+l))3 lnb,+, = o(b, In b,) as n + 00. If A, B are defined as above, then AB 
is transcendental. 
EXAMPLE. Let c E n\i, c > 3 be fixed, take an arbitrary a, E N and define 
a .- c n+1.- a, for n = 1. 2,.... Then AA is transcendental. 
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2. LEMMAS 
First some simple facts on continued fractions are needed. Let 
C := ]c,; cr. c,,...] and define the sequences (PJ, (qJ by 
p-2 := o,p-, := l,p, := CkPk-l +Pk-2 
qm2 :=I, q-1 :=o, qk := ckqk-1 + qkp2 
for k~ N, := N0 := N U (O}. (6) 
Then all q,,, q, ,... are positive integers, if cr, c?,... are, which (together with 
co := 0) will be assumed henceforth. 
LEMMA 1. For all k E N0 one has the following inequalities 
6) O<Pk<qk? 
(ii) Ck+,qk~qk+1~(Ck+,+1)qk<2Ck+,qk~ 
ciii) t2qkqk+ 1>-’ < 1 c -Pk/qki < (qkqk+ 1)-‘* 
(iv) Iffurthermore (ck) is strictly increasing and if c: < ck+ , holds for 
k>2, then qk<c:for all kE N. 
Prooj (i) and (ii) follow directly from (6) together with 1 = q0 < q, < 
q2 < .‘.. For (iii) see [S, pp. 42-443. For (iv) one remarks q1 = c, 5: CT and 
q2=czc,+l~c,(c,-1)+1~c~-1sincec2~2.Supposenowqk~c~-1 
for some k > 2. Then one can get from (ii) and c: < ck+ I 
4 ktl < @k+l + l)(ci- l)<c:+, - 1. 
LEMMA 2. Zf BER and (p,q)EZ’, q # 0 satisfy the inequality 
IB -p/q1 < (2q2)-‘, then p/q is a convergent of B. 
ProojY See [8, p. 451. 
LEMMA 3. Zf (a,), (bk) E N”’ with b, > 2 for k > 2 satisfy ak > rb, for all 
k E N with a fixed real r > 1, then 
qkta) > rk’2qk(b) forall kE N,. (7) 
Here the qk(a), qk(b) are deJined by (6) with c0 := 0 and ck := akr ck := b, 
resp. for k > 1. 
Proof. By so(a) = 1 = q,,(b) and ql(a) = a, > rb, > r”2q,(b) inequality 
(7) is correct for k = 0, 1. Now let k > 2 and assume that (7) is satisfied for 
k - 1 and k - 2. Then one has by (6) 
q,(a) > r’k’1”2bkqk-,(b) + r’k~2”2qk-2(b) 
= r(k+‘)‘2qk(b) - (r3j2 - 1) r(k-2)‘2qk-2(b) > rk12qk(b). 
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Namely, the last inequality is equivalent to 
qk(b) > (1 + r-l” + r-‘) qkp2(b) 
and this is true since one has 
by (6), remark r > 1. 
The main tool in the proof of Theorem 1 will be the following sufficient 
criterion for algebraic independence due to Durand [4]: 
LEMMA 4. Let 0, ,..., 0, be complex numbers and suppose that for anJ 
II E N there exists (O:“‘,..., Or’) E top such that 
O < lPj+l for j= l,....p- 1 (8’) 
and 
0 < I@, - @{“‘/ < f[ (l(qy’“‘ib)” 
j=l 
(8”) 
with 8:“) := a(@)“‘) for j= l,...,p and den) := [lQ(O\“‘,..., Or’) : !Q]. Then 
0 , ,..., 0, are algebraically independent. 
Here (D denotes the field of all algebraic numbers. If 0 E ID, then a(@) 
denotes the degree of 0 and A(O) := 2”“‘L(O), where L(0) is the sum of 
the absolute values of the coefficients in the minimal polynomial P, of 0. 
For the proof of Theorem 2 two further lemmas are needed, both from the 
theory of linear forms in logarithms of algebraic numbers with coefficients 
from /: 
LEMMA 5. Let a,,..., a,, E Q\(O) and denote by A,. > 4 upper bounds of 
h(a,,) for v = l,..., n. Put d := [Q(a, ,..., a,) : Q], Q := n: , In A,, and 
0’ := R/in A,, . Let the absolute values of ,8, ,..., ,L?, E U be bounded by B, > 4 
and put A := Cz=, /?,Log CL,,. Then one has either A = 0 or (with ‘1 .- /I .- 
(16nd)‘“““) 
ln]ii]>-y,RlnR’lnB,. (9) 
Remark. A proof can be found in 121. Here “Log” means the principal 
value of the complex logarithm. Lemma 5 is proved in ]9] too, but without 
specified constant y, in (9). 
The last lemma contains the following result on vanishing linear forms due 
to Bijlsma 131: 
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LEMMA 6. Suppose d E N and K a compact subset of C with 0 & K. Let 
I, and I, be two branches of the logarithm, defined on K, such that 0 @ I,(K). 
Then at most finitely many (a, y) E (K n 0)’ with a(a), a(y) < d hare the 
property that a /? E 0 exists with ,H,(a) - 12(y) = 0 and 
Q/3) > In max(h(a), h(y)). (10) 
3. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Proof of Theorem 1. For the algebraic independence of 0, ,..., 0, in 
Lemma 4 it is obviously suffkient that one has only for every large II 
algebraic numbers Oln’,..., 0:’ satisfying (8’) and (8”). Now one applies 
Lemma 4 
ql) :=* (a)y; ) p ; 2q 
0, := B-.‘, O2 :=A-‘, ,\“’ :=p&b)/qJb), 
h ka’ w ere k = k(tz) f [N will be choosen appropriately later 
in terms of the parameter n E b1: By (iii) of Lemma 1 and by Lemma 3 one 
has for all k E N, 
0 < IA -’ -p,(a)lq,@)/ < (q&) qk+ ,(a))-’ 
<r-“-“2(qk(b)qk+,(b))p’ < 2rp”p’s’JB ’ -p,(b)/q,(b)j. 
The hypotheses of Theorem 1 imply those of Lemma 3 and so. choosing 
k = k(n) such that 
2n < rh + ‘I’, (11) 
condition (8’) of Lemma 4 is satisfied. Further, by (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 1 
and by (3) 
0 < 1B-l -p,,(b)/q,(b)l < b;+‘,q,(b)- ’ < a,“q,(b)-’ (12) 
holds for all k E b1,. Since in (6) ph and qh are relatively prime for ail 
k > -2, one has by (i) of Lemma 1 
9,. < L(P,/qk) = Pk + qk < 2q, 
and so 
To satisfy condition (8”), one has only to require 
ai > 16”q,(a)” qk(b)n- ’ 
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by (12), and for this 
a; > 16”r-k’“~2’/2q,(a)2’“-” 
is sufficient by Lemma 3. By (ii) of Lemma 1 even 
a:+‘-‘“>2 6n-Zy-ktn-U/2 qk-l(a)2’nm” (13) 
will suffke. Suppose now that n E PJ satisfies 
2% I < r(n- Z)fl/? and 2n < rZn+ I”, (14) 
Then one has n 3 3 and choosing k := 2n the second inequality in (14) gives 
(1 l), whereas the first shows the truth of (13), if aI,, 2 qlnm ,(a)“-’ is 
satisfied and this is indeed true since 
by (iv) of Lemma 1 and by (3). Namely, by (3) one has for all k > 3 : af-, < 
ai:; <Flak < ak. So condition (8”) of Lemma 4 is satisfied for all n large 
enough and the algebraic independence of A ’ and B ~ i gives Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that for all c E IPt the inequality 
max(lA -al, lB -PI)<exp(-cln H, In H,) (15) 
has infinitely many solutions (a,P, H,, H,) E :Q’ x AJ’ with h(a) < H,, 
h(j?) < H, and H,, H, > 4. It is clear that the product In H, In H, cannot be 
bounded and therefore one can suppose from now on, that only such 
solutions of (15) are considered for which this product is already larger than 
some positive constant yz depending only on A and B. Since the two numbers 
A, B are larger than 1, one can especially assume both a and j3 larger than 1. 
Then by the mean value theorem 
IlnA -lnai=A l”,(,yA) < IA - al < exp(-c In H, In H,) 
and so with y :=A” E fa 
IPlna-Iny~=IP(lna-lnA)+(P-B)lnAi 
< y3 exp(-c In H, In H,). 
(16) 
If the left-hand side of (16) is non-zero, one writes 
p=$ with relatively primep, q E N, p > q, (17) 
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and applying Lemma 5 with n := 2, ai := y, a, :=a, /3, :=p, pz := -9, one 
easily finds 
I/J In a - In y] > q-’ exp(-y, In H, In H2) > exp(-27, In H, In H,) (18) 
with y4 := (32a(AB))400 In A i In In A, > 2’99s. Here A, > 4 denotes an upper 
bound for h(y). Choosing c := 3y,, inequalities ( 16) and (18) give a 
contradiction, and with the /I from (17) one has 
/? In a - In y = 0. (19) 
Now by Lemma 6 only a finite number of the infinitely many pairs 
(a, j3) E Q2 satisfying (15) with c := 3y, can satisfy h(P) > In max(h(a), h(y)), 
see (10). So for almost all p)s, using (17), one estimates 
q < /?q =p = M$) < max(ln H,, In A,) < In H, In A,. 
Therefore by (15) and q < H, 
IB -PI < exp(-Jy, ln H, ln H,) < w-y,q ln 4) (20) 
with ys := 3y,(ln A,)-‘. If the q-sequence would be bounded, then the p- 
sequence too and by (17) one had at most finitely many distinct p’s and so 
by (19) only finitely many a’s. Therefore for all q sufficiently large, the right- 
hand side of (20) is smaller than (2q2)-‘. Then by Lemma 2. p must be 
equal to a convergent of B, say to pA(b)/qL(b), and from (iii) of Lemma 1 
one sees 
This together with (20) gives 
w(y, 40) ln d@)) < W(b) sL+ ,@I < 4; + ,@I3 
and so (y,/3) q;(b) In q;(b) < In q;+ ,(6) for infinitely many n contradicting 
(4). 
Remark. It should be mentioned that inequality (18) could be derived 
from the main result in [2], but with unspecified constant. 
Proof of the corollary. If p;(c)/qi(c) is the kth convergent of 
I ci; c2,...] = C’, compare the beginning of Section 2, then p;(c) == qk+ ,(c), 
q;(c) =pk+ ,(c) is easily seen, where the p, q are those defined by (6). Thus 
using again (iii) of Lemma 1 
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for all n E N. On the other hand one has 
InpA- ,(a) In&,(b) = In q,(a) In q,,(b) < 4 In u,, In 6, 
<llna,+, 
C 
by the hypotheses of the corollary and by (iv) of Lemma 1, for n > n,(c), 
where c E R ’ is arbitrary. So by (21) 
IA -PL I@)lsL- ,@)I 
< exp(-c lnp;-,(a) In&,(b)) 
= ev-c ln WA-,(a)/qL- ,(a)). In h(p,L,(b)lq~-,(b))) 
for n > n,(c) and the same inequality holds for IB -p:,p,(b)/q:,m,(b)l. This 
shows that the conclusion of Theorem 2 fails and one has the transcendence 
of A” as soon as (4) is proved. By qLp ,(b) = p,(b) > b, for II > 2 and 
q~(b)=p,+,(b)~q,+,(b)~b~+, for n > 0 condition (4) follows from the 
last condition for the sequence (b,) in the corollary which is thus proved. 
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